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SUMMARY 
One of the big bottlenecks of modern signalling projects lies in both the in-house and field safety functional testing. 
The paper defines the problems by exploring the weaknesses of traditional black box testing methods. This paper 
demonstrates an automated process of functional (black box) testing that mitigates many of the testing/reviewing 
issues faced by suppliers and operating companies today. The outlined solution resolves those problems through the 
use of an independent formalized specification which in turn allows automation of the process of specification review, 
independent test case generation, and testing. A compiler-like automation process is applied which outputs 
formalized specifications (e.g. control tables, CBTC database). The paper then presents an automated testing 
simulation tool that automatically generates test cases. And finally, transit and high speed railway applications are 
referenced as examples of the use of the automated testing simulation tool as well as examples for some 
automatically generated test cases. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

For railway signalling projects, verification and validation is crucial for safe system operations. To this day, safety 
functional (black box) testing still requires large amounts of low level repetitive manual labour. Needless to say, it is 
slow, tedious, and error prone, and as the complexity of a signalling system grows, it is becoming ever more difficult 
to ensure quality without proper tools. 

Current testing methods rely mainly on referencing supplier’s formalized specification (e.g. control tables, CBTC 
database). However, if the supplier’s formalized specifications are not properly verified they can result in common 
mode errors. On the other hand, independently and manually generated test cases can avoid common mode errors, 
but are expensive to generate. 

1.1.1  Traditional Black Box Testing  

In general, the steps in traditional black box testing can be summarized as shown in Figure 1.  

Various sets of requirements in natural language (e.g. signalling principles) combined with civil survey data are used 
to create a set of formalized specifications. Depending on the location or type of the system, the formalized 
specifications can be in the form of control tables, control lines, guide way data, route aspect charts, route tables, 
common tables, or etc. These specifications, which form the core foundation of signalling systems, then are a source 
of reference for both design and testing.  

The problem with using the same specification for design implementation and testing is that system failures caused 
by faults in the specifications cannot be easily detected. To mitigate this problem the specification must be thoroughly 
validated or the test cases must be generated independently from the specifications  
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Figure 1: Traditional Black Box Testing Process 

1.1.2 Challenges in Specifications Review 

Formalized safety functional specifications in the railway signalling domain are especially data intensive. Therefore it 
requires a substantial manual effort to refine the specifications to be suitable for design and testing. A typical 
approach is to have the reviewers interpret the requirements written in natural language while inspecting a massive 
data sheet one element at a time. For complex signalling systems, this method is tedious and still very much prone to 
errors.      

1.1.3 Challenges in Safety Functional Testing 

From the previous section, one can deduce that it is difficult to rely solely on the integrity of the specification. 
Therefore it is common for the test cases to be generated directly from requirements. This ensures the independence 
of the test cases but requires massive resources for the interpretation of the requirements, test procedure 
writing/review, manual testing, and test certificate report generation. Some suppliers seek to automate this process 
through scripting the test procedures into their simulators, but the bulk of the work required in test case generation 
remains manual. Furthermore, the simulation tools used by the testers require substantial additional effort to integrate 
and complete. Since these simulation tools’ capabilities are limited by their reliance on an inadequate specification, a 
massive and repetitive amount of field testing is still necessary. In the cases where requirements are changed or the 
implementation has been modified, new test procedures have to be written, regression tests need to be performed, 
and the simulator needs to be modified. For complex brown field projects (e.g. moving block overlaid onto a legacy 
fixed block system together with some interlocking upgrading), the traditional manual approach requires a substantial 
amount of resources and can accumulate much time and accrues additional cost.    

1.1.4 The Need for Automated Solutions 

As the railway signalling market becomes increasingly competitive, suppliers have begun to cut cost through 
outsourcing of tasks. However, improper outsourcing can easily undermine the quality of the review and the safety of 
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a signalling project. Therefore in today’s society where computers are prevalent, an automated solution is desirable 
to ensure safety and quality while meeting implementation time and budget. 

1.2 Purpose 

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate an approach that automatically generates a formalized specification from 
which test cases can be derived automatically. The independent nature of this specification maintains the 4-eye 
principle involving the supplier and the auditor. This method allows a data level comparison review suitable for both 
specifications and testing results.  

The solution is based on compiler principles as known in the field of computer science. By modelling a signalling 
system at its highest level of abstraction (i.e. at the level of civil survey data and signalling principles) and by applying 
the proper programming techniques, most of the low level activities for the verification of a signalling system, 
including a simulation tool, can be generated automatically. 

1.3 Benefits 

This allows for exhaustiveness in lab based simulation testing which reduces the amount of required field testing and 
thus accelerates the project completion period. It also simplifies the process of functional black box testing by 
eliminating many hours in specifications review, test case generation, simulator development, and testing itself. This 
approach can be applied to even the most complex rail signalling principles (interlocking, moving or fixed block 
systems). 

2 AUTOMATED BLACK BOX TESTING 

2.1 Overview 

The steps of the proposed automated black box testing solution are shown in Figure 2. 

In contrast with the traditional approach, the supplier’s specifications are reviewed automatically via another set of 
independent specifications. A testing simulation tool generates the test cases automatically from this independent 
specification and performs the testing with a minimum of human intervention. The fail/pass test results along with the 
corresponding scenarios are then logged automatically and are available for further reviews should they become 
necessary. The obvious advantage of this approach is that it eliminates the time and labour needed for manual 
specifications review and system testing (including regression testing).  
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Figure 2: Automated Black Box Testing Process 

2.2 Automated Specifications Review 

By using an independent set of specifications to validate the supplier’s specifications, the majority of the need for 
human inspection is replaced by an automated data comparison process. Assuming similar integrity level from both 
parties, the two mutually independent sets of specifications enable data diversifications allowing them to check each 
other; any discrepancies will suggest potential errors in one of the two sets. The discrepancies will then be reviewed 
and adjusted until both sets are mathematically equal. Assuming that the supplier’s specifications are at least SIL 2, 
the safety integrity level of the independent specifications should be at least SIL 2 in order for the final refined 
specifications to be SIL 4. With the specifications refined in the early phase of a project, it is now possible to minimize 
the number of errors before design or testing commences.  

Ultimately, both specifications are derived from a single source; any errors on the requirements level can propagate 
into both sets of specifications. The assumption, however, is that the supplier and the independent auditor perform 
their due diligence and review and refine the requirements while generating their independent specifications. 

2.3 Automated System Testing 

With the newly refined specification, test cases are automatically generated through the simulation testing tool. Two 
possible test setups are shown in Figure 3.  

In the first setup option (green arrows), the tool interfaces with the signalling system (black box) with the supplier’s 
ATS and Environment Simulator API. The tool uses each generated test case to set up operation scenarios for the 
black box through the ATS. The tool then disturbs the simulated environment and observes the behaviour of the 
system.  
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In projects where an ATS or Environment Simulator is not available (in the second setup with blue arrows), the 
testing tool contains its own environment simulator and ATS like functions. In order for the tool to link directly with the 
supplier’s signalling black box, the suppliers must provide the actual interface I/O bitmap.  
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Figure 3: Example Automated Testing Setup 

3 HIGH LEVEL ABSTRACTION 

Traditionally, generating an independent set of specifications (doing double work) would seem counterproductive in 
that it undermines the cost saving goal at a first glance from an overall implementation cost benefit point of view. 
Therefore in order for the method outlined in the previous section to add value and to achieve the cost and quality 
objective, the independent specification along with the Simulation Testing Tool need to be generated efficiently. To 
achieve this, an automation process shown in Figure 4 is used. The function of the process is to translate the high 
level requirements of a signalling system (civil survey data, signalling principles, and functional requirements) into 
equivalent low level representations that can be represented mathematically (formalized specifications). There are 
three main major steps in the compiler-like process: behaviour specifications modelling, functional specification 
generation, and testing simulation tool generation. These processes are described in the following sections. Each 
step may have different safety integrity level requirements. 
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Figure 4: Compiler Process 

3.1 Formalized Specifications Generation 

3.1.1 Behavioural Specification Modelling 

Because a signalling system is a reactive system, a reasonable first step is to model its behaviour. This is achieved 
using finite state machines (FSM). These define the circumstances (stimuli, conditions, and states) under which 
activities (state transitions) will be performed. 

A signalling system can be defined as a combination of several state machines with transitional and state behaviours 
based on its signalling principles and requirements. A signalling system can have only a limited number of states and 
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transition to/from them. At any given moment a signalling system must be in a set of states once some specific 
control activities are carried out. For example, a brown field CBTC system can be modelled into three large state 
machines: interlocking, wayside CBTC, and on-board CBTC. Furthermore, the behaviour of the train doors control, 
for example, can be modelled as a state machine which is a subset of the on-board CBTC model. 

This initial step is relatively simple but cannot be automated and requires a manual process to generate the 
behaviour specifications of the system.  

3.1.2 Automated Functional Specifications Generation 

The behaviour model defines the circumstances and it is the functional specifications that define the actual activities 
being performed. Functional specification (such as control lines) in railway signalling domain is very data intensive 
and therefore desirable to be automatically generated.   

The functional specification can be created by utilizing the behavioural model defined earlier with a set of data 
structures created via graphical objects based on the signalling scheme plan (civil survey) as shown in Figure 5. The 
manual process here simply involves dragging and connecting relevant wayside elements such as signals or 
switches on to the computer screen. It is not possible to mathematically prove that the raw data structure reflects the 
field survey in reference to the wayside configuration (scheme plan). Therefore a manual inspection is necessary to 
confirm that the graphical abstraction matches the scheme plan properly.  

A set of search algorithms based on the behaviour models can then iterate through the raw data structure and 
outputs the relevant data sets which make the complete functional specifications of the project. 
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Specifications
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Figure 5: Automatic Specifications Generation Process 

The behaviour and functional specifications constitute a set of formalized reference providing a foundation for 
independent automated testing. For examples, all routes and their interlocking rules can be generated automatically 
along with the behaviour of the system’s reaction to environment disturbance. All of the behaviour and functional 
specifications can be represented through the graphical animations in the automated testing simulation tool for a 
more intuitive interpretation for signals engineers. In contrast to the traditional black box testing method, any change 
in the requirements or civil survey would only need the behaviour models and the graphical objects to be fixed. The 
rest such as new test cases are generated automatically. Therefore the requirement of the automated specifications 
generator must be at least SIL 2.      

3.2 Automated Testing Simulation Tool Generation 

Since the previous process already provides the graphical elements, behaviour models, and functional specifications 
data of the entire system, the testing simulation tool generation is mostly an integration process and is achieved 
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without much effort. And with the independent formalized specification, test scenarios and their expected results can 
also be automatically generated based on the scope of the project’s test requirements (Figure 6). Other generic 
functions such as event logging and automatic test report generation can be customized based on the specific 
document format needed by the project. 

If this tool is to fulfil the vital role of an independent validator, the safety integrity level of the test case generation and 
testing functions must be SIL 4.  

Test 
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Refined 
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Tester Functions

Test Results
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Figure 6: Test Case Generation Function of the Automated Testing Simulation Tool 

4 QUALITY OF AUTOMATED TESTING 

The purpose of the automated testing tool is to mimic a competent validator. The requirement is interpreted, and test 
procedures and expected behaviours are independently generated. In contrast to the manual method where the test 
coverage is determined by the validator’s experience and the time constraint imposed, the test coverage of the 
automated method is determined by the correctness of the formalized specifications and test scenario search 
algorithms. Therefore the quality of the automatically generated tests is more consistent and the coverage can be 
mathematically proven. Errors and fixes are limited to the specifications and requirement level instead of individual 
test scenarios. With the power of modern computers, testing and regression testing can be repeated accurately with 
relatively low manpower resources. If the correctness of the formalized specifications are guaranteed and test 
coverage exhaustive, the need for field testing can be reduced to sampling and still to ensure confidence.       

5 TRANSIT/HIGH SPEED RAIL EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS 

5.1 Automated Testing Simulation Tool 

The Automated Testing Simulation Tool essentially provides an intuitive representation of the independent formalized 
specification and a set of functions suitable for automated black box testing. This approach has been successfully 
applied to a High Speed Project and identified several previously missed / undetected collision/derailment hazards. 
This demonstrated the benefit of the outlined approach as part of a safety certification process. 

5.1.1 Universal Console 

An example of a universal console of a high speed rail project is depicted in Figure 7. The universal console is the 
graphical interface of the automated testing simulation tool which allows for the users to view the system status, to 
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manually set-up operation scenarios, and to disturb the simulated environment for testing purposes. As mentioned 
earlier, this can also be an alternative user interface used for projects where ATS or Environment Simulators are not 
available. 

 

Figure 7: Universal Console Example 

5.1.2 Wayside Simulation 

The wayside behaviour based on the formalized specifications (e.g. interlocking) at any position on the guide way 
can be represented via the simulation tool. An example of a route can be seen in Figure 8 where the white line 
represents the route and green line represents the berth track. The switches and signals are all in their corresponding 
state based on the signalling principles. 

 

Figure 8: Normal Wayside Example 
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Any disturbance to the environment such as wayside object failure(s) would maintain the system simulation in a safe 
state based on the behavioural and functional specifications defined earlier provided that the Black Box was 
designed correctly. From the same example earlier, a disturbance in the switch triggers the virtual signal and 
transponder loop to turn red as specified in the project’s signalling principles (Figure 9). This can already be a test 
case with its failure scenario plus an expected result.  

 

Figure 9: Disturbed Wayside Example 

5.1.3 On-board Simulation 

Similarly, the on-board train behaviour model can also be represented via the automated testing simulation tool 
(Figure 10) where functions such as Distance-to-go (Movement authority) calculations and EB conditions are all 
simulated based on the signalling principles, the behavioural / functional requirements and the train’s characteristics.  

 

Figure 10: On-board Simulation Example 
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5.2 Automatically Generated Test Cases 

The testing simulation tool contains every single route and its corresponding behaviour based on the independent 
formalized specification. This serves as the foundation for generating all the test cases automatically. This implies 
that the test coverage can be exhaustive; different permutations and combinations of single or multi point failure 
scenarios with corresponding expected behaviours (based on signalling principle or system requirements) can be 
automatically generated depending on the granularity of the test requirements. Some example types of test cases are 
demonstrated in the following sections. 

5.2.1 Control Lines 

Some North American Interlocking/CBTC transit projects rely on control lines as their form of formalized 
specifications for testing. These control line elements cover interlocking conditions such as route passage, flank 
protection (should specifications so require), and overlap according to the project’s signalling principles. Figure 11 
depicts a typical control line/route path automatically generated by the testing tool: the green line represents the berth 
track, white for route passage, and yellow for overlap. In addition, the green labels at turnout switches represent the 
switch locked positions for the route passage and flank protection  

 

Figure 11: Control Line Example 

5.2.2 Approach Locking Test Cases   

Approach locking test cases can be generated for two types of routes: fixed block interlocking and CBTC. Figure 12 
expands upon the previous control line example showing a fixed block interlocking test case where all the approach 
passages (yellow lines) are identified with the release time calculated. On the other hand, CBTC approach locking 
test cases can be generated using real time approach braking distance calculation of a simulated train. 

 

Figure 12: Approach Locking Example 

5.2.3 Route Conflict Search  

One of the most important tests in a signalling system is to confirm that a route is safe without any conflict violation. 
All the conflicting routes of the earlier control line example can be generated automatically as shown colourfully in 
Figure 13. Each conflicting route is a test case by itself and can be done automatically through the entire system. 
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Figure 13: Conflict Search Example 

5.2.4 Moving Block Test Cases  

With all the routes and their formalized specifications properly defined, each route passage is guaranteed to be safe. 
And for a CBTC system, there can be as many trains on the same route passage as the system allows given that the 
protective envelope of each train does not overlap. Based on this principle which is modelled into the behaviour 
specifications, test cases can be generated by having two or more simulated trains moving on the same route 
passage anywhere in the system. Test cases can include position references errors, EB conditions, Door conditions, 
one train following another, two moving towards each other, one approaching from another route, and etc. Because 
moving block is not discrete, possibilities can be endless. Therefore, the scope and granularity of the tests needs to 
be defined based on the testing requirements in order to produce a finite number of test cases. 

6 CONCLUSION 

To mitigate the limitations and acceptance of black box testing in the railway signalling industry, an automated black 
box testing process has been presented using an independent set of formalized specifications. The paper 
demonstrates a compiler-like automation process generating an independent specification while maintaining the 
source input at the level of signalling principle and civil survey data. The paper also demonstrates that through use of 
two sets of specifications, the quality of the review can be ensured. With these two independent sets of 
specifications, an exhaustive coverage will be achieved which reduces the amount of required field testing. This 
saves substantial time and effort for generating and reviewing data intensive specifications which traditionally is done 
manually. Furthermore, the method reduces the manual labour involved for the generation of test case, testing, and 
regression testing. Finally, the paper demonstrates that an automated testing simulation tool can be developed 
without much added effort to automate the testing process. The automated black box testing process outlined in this 
paper greatly improves the quality of the testing process, reduces the number of errors and provides full test 
coverage while sustaining budget.  Commercially, this approach benefits signalling suppliers seeking to automate 
their testing processes in house to improve their products’ quality. At the same time the approach reduces the 
amount of required time consuming and costly field testing. For independent auditors, this tool efficiently provides 
documentation to support a high confidence level on the integrity of the safety of the target signalling system under 
evaluation. The outlined approach leads to overall cost savings for the customer while demonstrating the quality and 
safety of the implemented system. 
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